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EXPLOSION SOUNDED THROUGH CBD

Rustenburg – At around 18h45 on Thursday
evening an explosion sounded through the CBD
of Rustenburg. It was the noise of a Bojanala
bus diesel tank exploding. Angry commuters set
alight two of their buses at the Rustenburg taxi
rank. The bus company operates in the greater
Rustenburg area, transporting people to villages
around the city.
Platinum Weekly was on the scene within minutes. The fire brigade was accompanied by the
SAPS due to the volatile situation. It was tense!

Commuters were throwing stones... Rubber bullets were fired... At time of going to print it was not
yet clear how the buses were set alight, although
it is suspected that petrol bombs were used.
On questioning some of the commuters, the reason for the uproar was clear as daylight; “There
is not enough buses to take us home,” one commuter said.
Apparently, numerous commuters bought monthly tickets, which they cannot use, as there are
not enough buses. “The tickets are not worth the
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paper it is printed on,” another angry commuter
commented.
The general feeling under the commuters was
that the Bojanala bus company should not have
sold them the tickets if they could not deliver the
service. “The least they could have done was
to arrange alternative transport for us,” another
commuter added.
It is said that the traffic department impounded
around 49 buses belonging to the Bojanala Bus
Service, the main reason being – “operating illegally after their permit expired as well as outstanding
fines”. We were informed by
a source who wish to remain
anonymous that the amount
due, in order for the traffic
department to release the
buses, is R150 000.
Just on Wednesday the Rustenburg Local Municipality
issued a press release of recovering over half a million
rand in unpaid traffic fines.
“The Rustenburg Local Municipality’s Traffic Law Enforcement Personnel has
collected over R 500 000 in
outstanding traffic warrants…
We will stop at nothing to enforce road traffic laws within
Rustenburg.”
(Extracts of press release 4
May 2011)
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